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Abstract

Modern, high-density integrated circuits (IC) typically use a flip chip bonding technique to increase performance on a greater number of

interconnects. In doing so, the active devices of the IC are hidden under the exposed substrate, which precludes the use of typical surface thermal

characterization techniques. A near infrared thermoreflectance method is described such that the temperature of active semiconductor devices

can be measured through the substrate. Experimental results were obtained through a 200 mm thick silicon substrate. Temperature resolution of

0.1 K and spatial resolution of 5 mm has been achieved. The Fabry–Perot effect, due to multiple reflections between the device and the back of

the substrate, has been experimentally and theoretically analyzed. Techniques to enhance the spatial resolution will be discussed.

q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

High-resolution thermal imaging of semiconductor

devices typically requires both complex experimental setup

and data analysis [1–3]. Popular techniques use coatings such

as liquid crystal thermography (LCT) or fluorescence micro-

thermography (FMT), contact mechanical methods, such as

scanning thermal microscopy (SThM), or optical techniques

such as infrared (IR) microscopy, or thermoreflectance.

Thermoreflectance is a well-known method [4–7] for the

characterization of material parameters, or thermal mapping

of active semiconductor devices. In general, a temperature

increase in a solid causes a broadening and shift of the

absorption edges. Through the Kramers–Kronig relation this

produces a change in the index of the material and thus there

is a temperature dependence of the reflection coefficient.

Thermoreflectance experiments exploit this dependence to

obtain a thermal distribution of active semiconductor

devices. Diffraction limited spatial resolution is better than

blackbody emission experiments (typically 3–5 mm) because
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of the use of visible light. The challenge of thermoreflectance

imaging lies in resolving the weak thermoreflectance signal.

Typically, for metals, the thermally induced change in the

reflection coefficient are small, on the order of one part in 105

per degree, so for sub-degree resolution, differential

measurements are performed using a lock-in technique.

Previous thermal imaging experiments have demonstrated

100 mK thermal resolution and sub-micron spatial resolution

when reflecting off the top surface gold contact layer [8,9].

Now, by choosing a wavelength that is in the region of

transparency of the substrate, the same thermoreflectance

technique can be used to obtain thermal measurements by

penetrating through the substrate and reflecting off the

underside metal of the device. In developing this technique

we hope to be able to measure the heating of devices in flip

chip bonded integrated circuit’s (IC) and other geometries,

where a device is hidden under the substrate material.
2. Experiment

For a through substrate thermoreflectance measurement,

a tunable (1400–1600 nm) fiber coupled laser is projected

from the underside through a hole in the stage, while
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Fig. 1. Experiment setup. Image from the topside infrared sensitive camera shows a 40!40 mm micro-cooler and the 1550 nm laser spot penetrating through

the substrate from the underside. The IR camera is primarily used to align the laser. After alignment, the IR camera is replaced with a visible photodiode for

simultaneous topside and backside thermoreflectance scanning.
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the topside is illuminated by a standard Quartz Tungsten

Halogen (QTH) illuminator, as shown in Fig. 1. By using an

IR sensitive camera the laser spot penetrating from the

underside can be positioned to the active device under test

as shown. In addition, such a configuration allows for

topside thermoreflectance to be performed by replacing the

topside camera with a photodiode, and lock-in amplifier.

The illuminator is bright enough to project a reflected image

of the region of interest, including the device under test,

which is easily seen on the photodiode. By using a 100 mm

pinhole, a small region corresponding to the reflected light

from the device surface is selected. Thus, the temperature of

the topside and underside of the device’s metal layer can be

measured simultaneously. A schematic of the device under

test, and measurement are shown in Fig. 2. For this

experiment the device under test is a 40!40 mm SiGe

based micro-cooler device [10], the thermal characteristics

of which have been previously studied.
Fig. 2. Schematic of device, and measurement. R1 and R2 are the reflection

off the bottom substrate and device. There is cooling at the device surface,

DTD and heating at the bottom of the substrate, DTB. In addition there are

different thermoreflectance coefficients at each reflection, Cth1, Cth2.
3. Point measurements

A typical, calibrated [11], single point thermoreflectance

measurement of device surface cooling is shown in the

topside result of Fig. 3. As the bias current is increased, the

Joule heating effect eventually dominates because it

increases quadratically, while the Peltier cooling term
only increases linearly with applied current:

Cooling ðtopside measurementÞwaI KbI2

Where a and b are device dependent constants correspond-

ing to the Peltier and Joule Effect, and I is the applied device



Fig. 3. Topside and underside thermoreflectance point measurement of an

active micro-cooler. The measurements are not exactly the same because

the underside measurement includes an extra heat source from the reflection

surface off the bottom of the substrate.
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current. The resulting topside measurement is as expected,

which shows a maximum cooling performance of about 2.78

from the ambient room temperature.

Thermoreflectance point measurements through the

substrate of the underside metal of the device, compared

to the topside thermoreflectance measurement are not

exactly the same even though the temperature difference

on the two sides of the metal should be negligible. Because

the thermoreflectance coefficient is not known for the

substrate-metal reflection interface, the backside measure-

ment is not independently calibrated to temperature, but

because the peak cooling bias current has changed, as shown

in Fig. 3, the measured signal cannot match the topside

result by simply finding the correct coefficient. This can be

explained by considering the contribution of multiple

reflection surfaces when looking from the underside.

Because there is also a reflection surface at the bottom of

the substrate the underside signal is a combination of
Fig. 4. Backside thermoreflectance image left, and image cross-section with simul

micro-cooler while the dashed line indicates the image cross-section shown on r

lapping of the sample and a Matlab simulation (dotted line) shows the tilt angle
the device cooling and the small heating seen at the bottom

substrate interface:

Cooling ðbackside measurementÞwaI K ½b Cg�I2

The additional Joule heating term seen from the backside

is denoted g, with the device Joule heating b and Peltier

cooling term a. Visible thermoreflectance of the substrate

from the backside indicates that there is only 0.1–0.2 K

degrees of heating, however, this still can contribute to the

backside IR measurement, mainly because there is a

significant (O30%) reflection off the bottom before the

light enters the substrate. Even with the reflection at the

bottom surface interface and the absorption in the substrate,

the figure indicates that better than 0.1 K resolution was

achieved over fundamental electronic noise when using a

5 mm diameter laser spot through a 200 mm substrate.
4. Fabry–Perot effects in imaging

By using a computer controlled translation, stage

scanned thermal imaging is performed simultaneously on

the topside and backside. Initial results have shown that the

substrate cavity creates a resonance, and because the sample

is not lapped exactly flat, the cavity reflection surfaces are

not parallel and interference fringes emerge as the backside

thermal image is acquired. Fig. 4 shows the result of a

backside scan underneath the cooling surface of an active

micro-cooler acquired with a fixed 1310 nm laser. Matlab

simulations of the expected signal, including a small tilt

angle in the bottom surface (!0.18), account for the

observed fringes. An image cross-section, along with the

simulation result is shown in Fig. 4. The true cooling profile

of the device under test as measured from the backside is

contained in the amplitude envelop of these interference

fringes. The fringes reduce the spatial resolution of the

thermal profile.

Instead of using a fixed 1310 nm laser source, the source

was replaced with a fiber coupled tunable laser, allowing for

backside thermal imaging at different wavelengths. The

resonant cavity mode spacing created by the substrate was
ation right. On left, the dotted line represents the approximate region of the

ight. The measured interference fringes (solid line) are caused by non-flat

to be less than 0.1 degrees.



Fig. 5. Topside image, topside thermal image, backside thermoreflectance image at 1550 and 1550.5, and the first order correction. The correction is obtained

by taking the maximum of the four different wavelengths backside thermoreflectance images at each pixel.
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calculated to be about 2 nm apart for this wavelength.

By imaging at different wavelengths, and averaging over

one cavity mode, the effect of the resonance can be reduced.

Fig. 5 shows the reflection image, topside thermal image,

backside images at 1550 and 1550.5 nm, and on the right,

the first order image correction with the 40!40 mm micro-

cooler biased to 250 mA. The image correction was

obtained by taking the maximum magnitude at each point

of the four wavelengths. The topside and first backside

image was acquired during the same scan. There is a few

microns difference in the relative position of the topside and

the backside images because the alignment was done by eye.

We see, in the topside thermal image, a localized cooling

distribution on the top cooling surface of about 2 8C, in

addition to a small amount of heating at the current probe, of

about 0.5 8C. The backside image is distorted by the

interference fringes, but clearly shows the cooling at

the device surface and the heating underneath the probe.

The scan was repeated four times and each time
Fig. 6. Backside phase image and phase cross-section down micro-cooler for sign

resonance the phase of the lock-in signal shows periodicity depending on construc

at 1550.5 nm clearly shows, where the magnitude of the signal changes sign (shif

probe and the cooling on the device surface.
the wavelength of the backside laser was increased by

500 pm. The increase 500 pm was chosen because of the

desire to sample one resonant mode, considering the

substrate mode spacing of 2 nm.

Because the topside thermal image is acquired with the

lock-in amplifier in ‘X’ mode, the sign of the thermal signal

is retained, corresponding to heating or cooling in the

thermal image. From the backside, however, the magnitude

of the lock-in signal is contained in the envelope of the

interference fringes, while the lock-in phase of the

magnitude depends if at that point, the laser is construc-

tively or destructively interfering. By looking at a cross-

section line scan of the phase image, Fig. 6, from the current

probe to the cooling surface, we can see that the periodicity

of the phase signal is shifted on the contact layer, just before

the device cooling surface. This is the boundary, where the

heating from the current probe and the cooling from the

device meet, and the temperature is zero. By determining

the cross over point, from heating to cooling, contained in
determination of backside thermoreflectance signal. Because of the cavity

tive or destructive interference. However, a cross section of the phase image

ts by 1808). This indicates the boundary between the heating at the current



Fig. 7. Topside and backside thermal image final result. The backside image is a result of taking the maximum at each point from the series of four wavelengths

and then correcting for the sign change. On right is a thermal cross-section down the micro-cooler device. With further simulation and experiment, the backside

thermal image quality should approach the topside result.
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the phase image, the sign of the magnitude of the backside

thermal image can be corrected. The final result of image

enhancement from multiple wavelengths and sign correc-

tion is shown in Fig. 7 along with a cross-section comparing

the topside and backside thermal image results. The

backside data was scaled to the topside data by estimating

the dc reflectivity of the interfaces, loss in the cavity and the

thermoreflectance coefficient of the substrate-gold interface.

The measured dc value includes the reflectivity of the

resonant cavity and the loss in the medium. The index and

absorption depend on the doping concentration of the

substrate [12], which is on the order of 1019/cm3. Using the

simulations with experimental data, the thermoreflectance

coefficient at the metal-semiconductor interface is estimated

to be 2!10K5 per degree, which is obtained assuming the

temperature distribution on the metal is the same on top and

bottom, and the heating on the bottom reflection surface is

small. An exact value for the substrate-metal thermore-

flectance coefficient is challenging because of the error in

the substrate index and absorption coefficient for our highly

doped device under test. More precision in the backside

thermoreflectance coefficient can be obtained by obtaining

experimental material parameters of the device under test

rather than using published values in the simulation.

The cross sections of the topside and the backside

thermal distribution down the device show the same trend,

but are not exactly the same. The backside cross-section

shows that the thermal signal extends beyond the cooling

surface and further down the contact layer than the topside

data. This is possibly due to the fact that under the contact

layer is a thin layer of SiN used as an electrically insulating

layer which may be effecting the thermoreflectance

coefficient at this interface. More study is required to

determine the detailed behavior of the thermoreflectance

coefficient at the interface of substrate and metal.
5. Conclusion

Point thermal measurements and thermal images were

acquired simultaneously from the topside and through the

substrate of an active micro-cooler using a near IR thermo-

reflectance technique. The results indicate that a good signal to

noise ratio can be achieved over the fundamental electronic

noise, but that the interference created by the substrate cavity

causes noise in the thermal image. By averaging over many

wavelengths within a cavity mode created by the substrate, the

spatial resolution of the backside scan can be increased. With

further simulation, and experiment, the quality of backside

thermal imaging should approach the topside result. The main

application of this technique is for thermal imaging offlip chip

bonded active IC’s and other geometries, where an active

device is hidden beneath the substrate.
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